KritiLabs is a technology company that has a vision to create a world-class IOT Platform with products designed, developed and manufactured in India for a global market. The company's patented ALS IOT Platform developed over 4 years of research and extensive field tests provides comprehensive and customized solutions to customers across verticals for remote asset management.

- Successfully implemented the ALS IOT solution in the fuel industry under a DaaS (Device as a Service) model – ‘First mover’ advantage
- Compliance Certified & Approved Product – PESO (Indian Explosives regulatory authority) and International ATEX certification – ‘High Entry Barrier’
- End-to-End IOT platform that supports multiple products controlled through business rules defined in the server – ‘Uniquely Positioned’
- Highly skilled multi-disciplinary team with a passion for innovation and product development - Multiple patents across geographies
Managing Assets Remotely is always Daunting!

- Timely Delivery
- Audit & Compliance
- Productivity Improvement
- Security Management
- Process Enforcement
- Lock Management
- Multiple Locations
- Key Management
- Exception Handling
- Asset Maintenance
- Integration
Well managed assets is the secret of a successful business

Four key aspects for efficient asset management

- SECURITY
- COMPLIANCE
- PRODUCTIVITY
- PROCESS
ALS IOT PLATFORM – THE SOLUTION

Cloud Based Scalable System
Multiple Devices & Sensors
Real time business rules
Alerts & Reminders
Reports & Dashboards
Centralized Control Panel
Customizable Design
Keyless Security

ALS IOT Platform
Manage any asset remotely
ALS IOT PLATFORM – COMPONENTS

PRODUCTS & SENSORS

- OTP ELECTRONIC LOCKS
- CONTROLLERS & TRACKERS
- ASSETREADER
- E-SEALS
- BREATH ANALYZER
- BIO-METRICS
- FLOW-METERS
- VOLUME SENSORS
- TRACKABLE TRUNKS
- OUTLET CONTROLS
- PRESSURE SENSORS
- TEMPERATURE SENSORS

DOMAINS

- FUEL
- CHEMICALS
- DAIRY
- RETAIL OUTLETS
- LPG
- ECOMMERCE
- JEWELLERY
- WAREHOUSING
- MINERALS

SOLUTIONS

- TANKER TRUCK MANAGEMENT
- PACKAGE TRUCK & CONTAINER MANAGEMENT
- CENTRALIZED OUTLET MANAGEMENT
- LOCKER MANAGEMENT
- DISPLAY SECURITY MANAGEMENT
- LAST MILE DELIVERY
- CARGO STORAGE MANAGEMENT
- CONTAINER MANAGEMENT

DOMAINS

- SHIPPING
- BANKING
- RAILWAYS
- MOBILE TOWERS
- HEALTH CARE
- EDUCATION
- REAL ESTATE
Uniqueness of ALS

- Keyless operation
- Data Analytics
- Certified & Approved
- Multiple Products
- Customized Devices
- Realtime Integration
THANK YOU!

FOR ENQUIRIES:
CONTACT@KRITILABS.COM
WWW.KRITILABS.COM